
Warning!
Weego TWin

insTrucTions for use

Shoulder straps

Please read all instructions before using your Weego Soft Baby Carrier,
and keep the instructions handy for future use!

Comfort strap

Bibs

Outer pouch 
collar strap 
and buckle

Toy / pacifier loop

Outer pouch

Inner  
pouch snaps

Adult waist strap

Inner pouch zipper

Twin pouch

Inner pouch waist
strap and buckle

Outer pouch 
zipper

You can use the Weego TWIN for children starting at 
4lbs (1,8 kg) until the twins become too heavy for you,  
or have reached a joined max weight of 33lbs (15 kg).

With premature babies ask your pediatrician before  
using the Weego TWIN.

Small children can fall through a leg hole. Be sure to  
follow manufacturer’s instructions for use and adjust  
inner pouch leg holes to the smallest size possible.

Only use in front facing-in position.

Only use when worn by an adult!

Never use in a car!

Always use the Weego TWIN with two babies.

Always keep inner and outer pouch buckles and  
snaps fastened and zippers fully zipped during use!

Before each use make sure all seams are sound  
and the pouch buckles and snaps are secure.
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Any more questions?
Then do not hesitate to contact us:

Weego GmbH 
Dubrowstrasse 29, D-14129 Berlin

Tel. (+49) 30 - 80 10 92 62  
E-mail: info@weego.de

Take special care when bending over or walking.

Always pass the Weego on to other people with these 
instructions for use.

Security loop and button
on inner pouch leg holes



Put your arms through the shoulder straps. Grasp 
the comfort straps behind your head and snap the 
buckle     . Fasten the waist strap and adjust to fit 
snugly. Adjust shoulder straps so the carrier fits high 
on your chest. Adjust the comfort strap for a snug 
fit (usually the lower it is positioned on the shoulder 
straps, the more comfortable it is).

With both inner and outer pouch completely opened, 
hold the first baby facing in and gently pull baby’s 
legs through the leg holes of the inner pouch     . 
Fasten buckle and then zip the inner pouch closed. 
If inner pouch seems too tight, check whether the 
security buttons should be opened. Before closing 
the zipper, pull both sides of the zipper together so it 
closes easily.

Close the buckle on the outer pouch collar. Then 
adjust the inner pouch waist strap so the inner pouch 
fits snugly around your baby’s waist. Zip the outer 
pouch and adjust collar strap to cradle your baby’s 
head. If the baby is small and the Weego outer pouch 
appears too big, fold the collar over to properly  
support the head.

Repeat steps 3. and 4. with the second baby.

Make sure your babies ride high on your chest     .  
Adjust shoulder straps and waist strap again if  
necessary.

For older children, guide the babies’ arms and legs 
through the holes in the outer pouch      .

Adjust the height of the inner pouch according to  
the size and weight of your babies ( see “How to 
use the inner pouch snaps”). For infants weighing less than 7lbs (3.0 kg),  

fasten the security loops and buttons on each 
of the inner pouch leg holes to ensure that your 
babies cannot slip through the leg holes. Open  
the leg holes after your babies weigh 7lbs.  
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Before your babies can hold their own heads up steadily, 
make sure to properly support their heads and necks by 
snugly positioning the outer pouch collars at the correct 
point. Adjust the inner pouch positions accordingly, so 
that the outer pouch straps cradle over the back of the 
babies’ heads when fastened. 

Selecting the correct inner pouch snap rows for each baby 
guarantees that your babies are carried at the optimum height 
according to their sizes.

To change the height of the inner pouches:

Lay the Weego TWIN flat and fasten the inner pouches 
to the appropriate row of snaps. Make sure all four 
snaps are fastened.
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How to use the security
buttons and loops

How to use the  
Weego Twin

How to use the 
inner pouch snaps


